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ArtLifting empowers artists living with 

homelessness or disability through the 

celebration and sale of their artwork.
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ArtLifting Artists’ Locations

Quick Facts:Since ArtLifting began in 2013...
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About ArtLifting
ArtLifting empowers artists living with homelessness or 
disability through the celebration and sale of their artwork.

ArtLifting is about creating opportunity, empowerment, and validation. We offer 
our artists the chance to secure their own income through the sale of original 
paintings, prints, and products. By showcasing and selling artwork via ArtLifting.
com, our artists gain self-confidence that permeates all aspects of their lives. 

As a social enterprise and benefit corporation, we are using “business for 
good.” Every artist earns 55% from the sale of their work; 1% from each sale 
goes to a fund, which provides art supplies to therapy groups nationwide; and 
ArtLifting uses the remaining 44% to further our mission. We realize that in order 
to make sustainable change, we need to run a financially sustainable business. 
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ArtLifting works with established social service agencies, shelters and their 
art programs to discover new artists. Artists can also apply on their own 
through our website, ArtLifting.com. Our curatorial team reviews applicant 
portfolios to determine placement within the online gallery, ensuring that 
every individual is treated as a professional artist throughout the entire 
process. Selected artwork is sold in its original form or reproduced as 
prints or products, which include greeting cards, tote bags, and phone cases. 
Through ArtLifting’s digital platform, artists garner self empowerment, create 
income and share their art and stories with the world. 

How It Works
Self Empowerment Through ArtLifting’s Platform
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OUR STORY
“People in need don’t want a handout, 
  they want the ability to change their lives.”
  - Liz Powers, ArtLifting Co-founder & Chief Happiness Spreader              

 

Liz Powers began her mission in Boston when she was 18. 

After securing a grant from Harvard to create art groups in homeless 
shelters, Liz was immediately struck by the incredible talent that 
she saw. Amazing works of art were being produced only to end up 
forgotten in the closets and basements of shelters. After observing 
that the same problem existed at thousands of art programs across 
the country, Liz became committed to helping share their creations 
with the world. She realized that art could be a transformational 
path to financial stability for these artists and countless others 
nationwide; they just needed a digital marketplace to connect with a 
larger audience. This invisible talent needed to become visible. 

In November of 2013, Liz and her brother Spencer Powers founded 
ArtLifting with four Boston artists. During their first week of operations, 
those four artists earned thousands of dollars and were interviewed 
by national and local media—truly a life-changing experience for 
each of them. Today, ArtLifting has helped several artists find housing 
and has expanded to over ten cities across the United States. 

Top: ArtLifting’s Co-founders, Liz Powers and Spencer Powers.
Left middle: ArtLifting’s Artist Outreach Director, Hillary Kaufman, with artists
at Outside the Lines Studio, an arts-based alternative day program in Medford, 
MA for individuals living with developmental and physical disabilities. 
Right middle: Boston artist Jim Waters painting with Liz Powers
Left bottom: Nick Morse and Spencer Powers at Outside the Lines Studio.
Opposite page: (Left to right) ArtLifting artists – Romula (Boston, MA), 
Charles Blackwell (San Francisco, CA), Lindsay Abromaitis- Smith (NJ), 
and Kenneth Williams (Chicago, Il).
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ArtLifting 
Products
ArtLifting offers a collection of carefully 
curated original artwork and produces prints 
and products based on the collection. 
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With custom-tailored products from ArtLifting, your 
company’s brand will be associated with beautiful 
imagery that uplifts and inspires. By aligning your 
branding with ArtLifting’s message of empowerment, 
these conversation starters will announce your 
company’s dedication to providing a platform for artists 
who are homeless and disabled to inspire hope—both 
within themselves and those touched by their art.

Branding
That Uplifts
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  Our Partners

ArtLifting works with corporations large and small, helping them to leverage 
ArtLifting’s social mission of supporting local and national artists in need 
and to “Make Their Walls Count.”

Studies show that today’s workforce wants to know that the company they 
work for is committed to giving back and making our world a better place. 
Employees for companies like Staples and Microsoft who both display 
ArtLifting artwork on their walls, have expressed how extremely proud they 
are to have their company involved with a social enterprise like ArtLifting. 
Please consider joining ArtLifting in our #ArtThatCounts movement. 

 “Once I saw the art, once I met with the folks
 at ArtLifting, I saw that we could get beautiful 
 work for our space while helping the community.” 

- John Burke, Staples’ Chief Culture Officer

Left: Groveling in Emeralds by Lori-Anne Fay at Pivotal Labs in Cambridge, MA
Above: Untitled 4 & Untitled 3 by Juan Bonilla at Staples’ Headquarters.
Right: Ropes by Allen Chamberland at Staples HQ in Framingham, MA

“Having Staples purchase my work is just another 
validation that ArtLifting works. I never would 
have thought of approaching Staples or any 
other large company about buying my work. 
ArtLifting is establishing the connections that will 
allow homeless, disabled and disadvantaged 
artists to reach their full potential.”

- Allen Chamberland, ArtLifting Artist 
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Feature: The 
New York Times
 

As Seen In
Microsoft’s purchase of ArtLifting works was featured in the 
New York Times and San Francisco Chronicle. 

Staples decorated their world headquarters and their impact
was featured in the Boston Business Journal.

Creative Office Pavilion was featured in the Washington Post.
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Top Left, down ArtLifting Artists: Bill Flowers, Allen Chamberland
Top Right, down ArtLifting Artists:  Lori-Anne Faye, Jeff Powers, Stacy Williams

Our Artists
Our artists are individuals who are homeless or unable to maintain 
employment due to mental or physical disabilities. They have unique 
stories and come from all walks of life. The one thing they have in 
common is the desire to change their lives for the better through art.
ArtLifting offers them assistance in their path to financial stability, but 
more important is the empowerment, inclusion, and validation they 

gain from the production and sale of their artwork.



Artist Spotlight
Scott Benner

[Art]’s something that I have complete control over. 

When I sit down with a page and a pen—starting off 

with two very simple, basic things—when I’m done, 

everything on there came from me, and I created it.

It’s a thing I do. People go play golf. They buy nice cars. 

They play with toys. They do other things – athletics, 

[etc]. When I want to escape or when I’m just working, 

I find myself getting lost in it. To put on some music 

and just kill a few hours drawing – to me – is a great 

way to spend the afternoon. I guess it’s “my” thing.

     - Scott Benner
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Intrigued by the works of M.C. Escher and Robert Crumb, 
Scott Benner began his relationship with art at a young age, 
doodling on graph paper left around the house by his father, 
an electrical engineer. After years of practice, patience, and 
perseverance, Benner honed his talent and amassed an 
ever-growing portfolio representing thousands of hours of 
dedication and pure craft (if not tens of thousands).

Masterpieces such as the grandiose Before Hand After Hand—
which itself took over 1,000 hours to complete—typically 
require that Benner create multiple smaller ‘versions’ of 
the piece before finalizing a larger vision on paper. With 
each iteration Benner completes, he refines his technique 
and pattern, ensuring that he does not go overboard with 
additions and spoil hours or even days of work. “When you 
do abstract art, you need to know when to say enough is 
enough,” Benner explains. “If you go over that point, [you] 
end up ruining it, like over-seasoning a sauce.” By the time he 
began work on “Before Hand After Hand,” Benner’s goal was 
to find the biggest piece of paper he could, along with the 
sharpest, finest tipped pen, and push himself to new levels of 
complexity. “That was the whole point—to see how far I could 
go with it,” he describes.

Benner experiences cluster headaches and bouts of confusion 
as a result of Horner’s syndrome, which he developed in 
2012. After a series of unfortunate events left him homeless 
and without a job, Benner found solace in his art and saw that 
others were also touched by his work. After meeting with Liz 
Powers in 2014, he began selling his creations via ArtLifting.
com and has since found housing. Benner does not, however, 
plan on stopping there:

“My focus right now is really working on my art 
as a full-time thing. This is the first time in my 

whole life that I can focus this way. When you just 
draw every now and then, every time you start 

up, you’re kind of starting from scratch. Now, I’m 
involved in this never-ending process [where] my 
ideas are flowing and feeding off each other. I’m 
actually pursuing it as something I can [do] on a 
full-time scale. That’s where I’m aiming for now.”

Above: Before Hand After Hand by Scott Benner
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—
“Art is a place where I can make 

what I want to see happen.”
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Selling her artwork from a blanket 
in Boston Common, Kitty Zen never 
dreamed she would see her art 
adorn the walls of the Museum of 
Fine Arts, let alone the sides of tote 
bags available for purchase online. 
And yet, after ten years of combating 
the stigma that comes from chronic 
homelessness, this PTSD survivor is 
finally getting the recognition and 
respect she deserves as an artist. Her 
work has been displayed at the MFA 
and is garnering attention nationwide, 
having been featured on such 
broadcasts as The Today Show.

“It is a very touching moment to 
actually meet the person who 
wants to have a piece of your 
artwork be a part of their homes. 
It’s such a good feeling. Artists 
are always our own hardest 
critics. Being appreciated that 
way is truly uplifting.”

Kitty’s art evokes feelings of freedom 
and otherworldliness that are inspired 
by her sense of wonder at the universe.   

“I love being able to use my artwork 
to pin down and make still fleeting 
moments of my imagination,” she 
explains. Kitty often uses photographs 
from the Hubble Telescope as 
inspiration for her pieces, and her 
unconventional materials make every 
creation one-of-a-kind. 
 

“Many of my paintings are made 
entirely from found, recycled, or 
donated supplies. Some of my 
paintings are done on the lids of 
cigar boxes, on hand-stretched 
canvas, or discarded Goodwill 
wall art.”

The attention Kitty has received due 
to her art has benefitted her in many 
ways. Above all, it allows her to feel 
like she is “able to be viewed as a 
person,” as opposed to having others 
focus on her setbacks. As someone 
who wishes to be defined by her 
talents rather than her situation, Kitty 
is helping bring societal change to 
the environment around her in the 
hope that she can keep others from 
the stigma she herself has faced in the 
past.

“Trying to keep up with professional 
appearance is really difficult and it 
gets to the point of having to live two 
lives. [Every] opportunity I can, [I] help 
break the stigma down. Being with 
ArtLifting has provided opportunities 
to really help change that view.”

Kitty appreciates the attention she 
has received from ArtLifting and gives 
back to society as an active member 
of Youth on Fire, where she serves 
as an advocate for young adults who 
have also experienced homelessness.

Buy Art
Change a Life

“My work as an advocate for young adults who are—or who 
have—experienced homelessness has been a very rewarding part 
of my life. Being a part of the change that the world needs and 
helping to strengthen a community of support [for young adults] 
is invaluable. Being vigilant in my role within the bigger picture 
of our world is a theme that is often echoed within my artwork.”
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“I love making art, because it is the most comfortable way I 
know to express myself. I love being able to use my artwork 
to pin down fleeting moments of my imagination. I choose 
to paint works that evoke a sense of whimsy and optimism. 

Focusing my energies this way is very calming for me.”

Above Left, Down: 
Kitty Zen used to sell her artwork off of a blanket at Boston Common.
Kitty Zen featured on the Today Show.

Above Right
Kitty Zen’s Nebula tote bag available for sale at artlifting.com.
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Our Collection
ArtLifting collaborates with art therapy programs and shelters around 
the country to discover talented artists and give them the chance to 
earn recurring income through the sale of their artwork. ArtLifting’s 
curatorial team evaluates each artist’s portfolio to ultimately determine 
the commercial viability of their work.
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The geometric artworks created by our artists draw attention to the two-
dimensionality of their creations while engaging in a playful dialogue 
with the viewer—creating the illusion of depth or movement only to 
reveal a sudden stillness or change of color upon closer inspection. By 
providing an avenue for inner dialogue and exploration, these pieces 

of art stimulate the mind and energize the spaces they occupy.

GEOMETRIC
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Previous Spread, Across:

Jeff Roysdon

Rubic
Jeff Roysdon

Modern Sculpture

Left, Down:

ERIC LEWIS BASHER

Box And Lollies
MICHAEL GOSBEE

Collage2481

Right:

shannon r.

Triangle Mandala
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Above:

tim strouss

A Pleasant Duo

Right:

Randy nicholson

Mixed Feelings
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Above, Across:

Cameron Meek

Structuring
michael gosbee

Collage2481

Right

Jeff powers

Credit
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Black & white never goes out of style. This timeless combination 
showcases the craftsmanship of the artist, be it through an 

intricately detailed ink drawing or meticulous black paper cutout. 
At both times stunningly simple and incredibly intricate, these 

works by our skilled artists are bold, beautiful, and brave.

BLACK & WHITE
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Previous Spread:

allen chamberland

Tree

Left, Down: 

Jeff powers

Mandela
Jeff powers

Helping Hands

Above:

Jeff powers

Fist Bump
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Left, Across: 

Scott benner

Self Portrait
Scott benner

Untitled 32

Right, Down:

Scott benner

Untitled 2
Scott benner

Untitled 13
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Left: 

allen chamberland

The Prow

Above, Down:

allen chamberland

Mast
allen chamberland

Dead Eye
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Right:

Shannon r.

4 Horses
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Boston. Chicago. New York. These iconic cities are celebrated in artworks 
of varying styles by our artists, whose representations of beloved metropolises 
remind the observer that a morning commute or lazy day at the park 
can provide opportunities for inspiration, creation, and expression. 
Whether showing love for a favorite sports team, pride in a hometown, or 
dedication to local artists, these images provide us a glimpse of America’s 
beloved cities through the eyes of its astoundingly talented inhabitants.

CITYSCAPE
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Previous Spread:

Kenneth Williams

Orb Clusters

Above:

robyn kennedy

Pastel City

Right:

allen chamberland

Quincy Market
allen chamberland

Free to All
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Above:

Jeff powers

Memorial Trade Center

Left: 

Robyn Kennedy

Citgo Sign
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Above:

John russo

Fiery

Left, Down:

kitty zen

Green View
John russo

Heaven
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Above:

allen chamberland

Zakim 

Left, Down: 

Kenneth Williams

City Streets 1
Kenneth Williams

City Streets 2
Kenneth Williams

City Streets 3
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Land and seascapes are some of the earliest forms of artwork 
known to humankind, providing new views of familiar 

places throughout time. The wholly unique perspectives of 
ArtLifting artists are immortalized in their work—resulting 

in stunning interpretations of nature and life that stand 
out amongst the constantly shifting fabric of society.

LAND & SEA
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Previous Spread:

DALE WAYNE

Auvers In Autumn

Left:

jim waters

Louisiana Bayou Lake 2

bill flowers

Peace in the Valley

Right:

Randy Nicolson

Boston Light
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Above:

CAMERON MEEK

Earth And Sky

Left, Down:

Midori meissen

Poppy Keshi

Michal baksh

Still Life Pineapple
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Above:

Romula

A Night in the North End

Left:

JACKIE CALABRESE

Untitled

Right:

jim waters

Untitled 1
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These artworks stand as testaments to the belief that emotion, feeling, 
and inspiration cannot always be conveyed through words and 

photorealism. Art in the abstract is expressive and inclusive, welcoming 
reaction and opinion in a productive dialogue that reaches a different 
conclusion with each unique audience and viewing. For many of our 

artists who are challenging outdated stigmas or who communicate 
nonverbally, their artwork offers them the opportunity to converse 
and connect with viewers in a universal language, open to all.

ABSTRACT
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Previous Spread:

kim williams

Untitled 7

Above, Down:

Susan brandner

Mini Me

Right:

Grace Goad

Jackson Pollock
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Left:

Douglas Pendleton

3/4 Time

Right, Down:

David Mario Trujillo

Arc
David Mario Trujillo

69
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Left, Down:

nick morse

Untitled 1
billy megargel

A-441 

Right:

judy dalquist

Melten in Colors



For general inquiries email us at:
corporate@art l i ft ing.com

A big thank you to our photographer,  Ali Campbell.



WWW.ARTLIFTING.COM


